Touchword 1
ACROSS
1. Starbucks offering / Author and
illustrator of "everyone’s a aliebn
when ur a aliebn too" (2 words)
14. MLB third baseman Manny /
Plants used to flavor sambuca
15. Discipline concerned with
polynomials and pedagogy,
informally (2 words) / Erosion
formations, often
16. On paper (2 words) / They're
blowing in the wind
17. South Korea's largest airport, or
the city it's located in / Pines (for)
18. Computer memory used for
temporary data storage / Let go of,
as bad habits
19. Vice President under both
Adams and Jackson / "Alas, poor
Yorick" soliloquy, essentially
20. "The Simpsons" character with
blue hair (and blue eyebrows, which
is weird because almost nobody on
that show has eyebrows) / Tweak,
as a crossword clue
21. Mysterious god worshipped by
ancient underground cults / Halley
with a namesake comet
22. Classic kaiju of film / "All
Summer Long" musician with an
uncanny resemblance to Dr. Phil (2
words)
23. "Game of Thrones" language
that includes the word "Khaleesi" /
Worthless stuff
24. Have sex, euphemistically (3
words) / Get some shuteye
25. Ran like the wind / Most likely to
induce goosebumps
26. Convert, as a check to currency
/ Capillary connector
27. Clothing brand commonly see
at construction sites / Pierre's
school

Christopher Adams
28. "Ghost of aviation" in the Joni
Mitchell song "Amelia" / One putting
the pro in programming
29. Greasy spoon sign (2 words) /
Behind, slangily
30. Enjoy a good soak / Denials
and turndowns
31. "You don't wanna miss this!" (2
words) / December stresses for
many
32. Use one's phone as a personal
hotspot / Line seen in many public
bathrooms
33. Give ten percent / They're often
charged with breaking and entering
34. Online code repository often
used for version control / Ones with
rod and reel
35. Spicy Korean fermented
condiment made from chili powder /
Steven of "Burning"
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1. Rules: each row has two
answers that completely fill the row;
every letter shares an edge with an
identical letter immediately above or
below (or both). For the purposes of
this puzzle, the top row is
connected to the bottom row, so it
wraps around.
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